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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

High pressure over the Gulf will move to the east today and, as low pressure deepens over the Plains, winds will start to veer, 
with winds becoming southwesterly over most of the western Gulf by the evening hours. Seas today should be slight to 
moderate in most areas. A cold front is due to move out over the Gulf on Tuesday. It should come off the Texas coast Tuesday 
morning, with winds veering rapidly to northwesterly at 25-30 knots as it passes.  Wind shift warnings may be required with 
this front. Gale-force gusts are also expected, with seas building to around 7-10 feet in deeper water and 4-6 feet closer to 
shore behind the front.  Showers and thunderstorms may accompany this front, as well. The front will move southeastward 
rapidly, moving past the Delta by midday.  Tuesday evening, conditions should be easing in the west with moderate seas 
returning, but near-rough to rough seas and strong winds will be persisting in central and eastern sections.
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Strong winds may keep rough to near rough seas going in parts of the central and eastern Gulf into Wednesday afternoon.  High
pressure building in behind Tuesday’s front will rapidly move eastward, with east to southeast winds over most locations by 
Thursday morning, along with moderate winds and seas.  Low pressure building in the plains will increase the return flow, with 
moderate to fresh southerly winds in western and central sections Thursday. The cold front with this low will move off the coast
Friday; this front may not be as sharp as the last one, with a more gradual windshift to northwesterly.  East to southeast winds will 
return by Sunday.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas
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